There is today considerable enthusiasm for public options, notably in the health-care and banking sectors. A compromise between entirely private commercial provisions and wholly bureaucratic, tax-and-transfer government provisions, public options are designed to offer citizen-consumers greater choice and protection. In blending (rather than choosing between) market ordering and state welfare, government must *cross over*. Government officials must step out of their sovereign lane, forgoing legislative and regulatory tools in favor of commercial ones.

This is no small step. For the better part of a hundred years, government officials have done most of their work within the confines of the sovereign lane. That is to say, they have passed laws, promulgated rules, and imposed taxes to discipline markets and empower consumers, workers, and townspeople affected by various businesses and business transactions. Now, with public options, they are seeking to achieve substantially similar ends but through market participation: buying, selling, trading, and leasing, just like any commercial actor.

For example, public options in the health-care sector stand in for old-school regulation of private providers and old-school redistribution to better support those struggling to pay for private insurance and medical services.1 Public options in banking work substantially the same way. The government casts aside sovereign tools of democratic lawmaking, tools that may be used to require (or nudge) banks to accept customers deemed poor or risky. Instead, government officials set up and run public banks, offering a range of commercial services to “unbanked” and “under-banked” cohorts.2

---


Public options represent a crossing over in one direction: from the sovereign to commercial. There is, to be sure, plenty of thoughtful work on public options, in this volume and elsewhere. For that reason, this essay turns its attention to the converse phenomenon – the emergence, or rather reemergence of private options.

Private options may seem like a gussied-up label for a familiar concept. That’s partly true. Everyday examples of private self-help or private ordering certainly constitute alternatives to government provision. But here context really matters. Just as public options involve governments using commercial – not sovereign – pathways to remedy market failures, private options involve firms (or groups of employees) adopting sovereign – not commercial – postures to remedy government failures.

Private, sovereign-like interventions refer to one or more of the following: (1) Firms (or subsets of firm stakeholders) use democratic pathways and deliberative procedures in furtherance of some public policy. In effect, they follow the laws of democracy rather than the laws of capitalism – namely, buying, selling, and trading pursuant to the demands and dictates of supply and demand. (2) Firms (or subsets of firm stakeholders) take on substantive responsibilities that modern liberal democracies have, by and large, consistently assigned to government actors. (3) Firms (or, once more, subsets of firm stakeholders) provide principally for the general welfare and they proceed in ways that suggest they may be, among other things, voluntarily internalizing externalities, at some profit loss or legal risk; or voluntarily reducing rather than exploiting power and information asymmetries.

These either democratically deliberative or paternalistically public-regarding activities may (but need not) stand in some, perhaps quite stark, tension with profit-maximization – the central and almost always overriding imperative of twenty- and early twenty-first century corporate law and political economy. That is to say, when it comes to private options, the eschewal of profits is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition.

Private options of a quasi-sovereign variety include such things as Facebook’s proposed digital currency and its self-styled supreme court tasked with rendering
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3 See, e.g., Sitar & Alstott, supra note 1.

4 Note that what I’m describing earlier – namely, firms taking on responsibilities traditionally handled by government actors – ought not be confused or conflated with government outsourcing. Government outsourcing, a pervasive practice, is not the same as deregulation or abdication. When government deregulates or abdicates responsibility, it may well be up to the private sector to fill the newly created void. By contrast, when the government outsources, it is still carrying out the assigned duties, albeit with the (often substantial) help of an alternative workforce. See Jon D. Michaels, We the Shareholders: Government Market Participation in the Postliberal U.S. Political Economy, 120 Colum. L. Rev. 465, 525–28 (2020).


6 See, e.g., Mike Isaac & Nathaniel Popper, Facebook Plans Global Financial System Based on Cryptocurrency, N.Y. Times (June 18, 2019), https://perma.cc/66Fl-QL3D.
adjudicatory decisions as to user and advertiser content. They also include Apple and Google’s planned stewardship over what is in many respects the twenty-first century reboot of an old-school company town. We may even look beyond the C-suite and consider workforces as fashioning their own private options, quite possibly as commercial analogs to the body politic. Specifically, worker strikes and protests over their companies’ participation in politically questionable government programs may likewise constitute private options. These workers are not taking steps to augment their own wages and benefits. To the contrary, they are risking their own financial security to stand in for the American electorate when that electorate is, for reasons of a structural government failure, unable to influence, say, US immigration or defense policy.

This essay drills down on private options, starting what I hope becomes a broader conversation about private options, their defining characteristics, the timing of their (re)emergence, and their role within the larger ecosystem of government and market institutions and actors. Section 4.1 begins by discussing how public and private options represent major challenges to modern legal liberalism. Whereas modern legal liberalism has been marked by the separation of state and private power – and specialization within each sector– today we see not only a blurring of public and private identities but also a commingling of sovereign and commercial responsibilities. Section 4.2 incorporates the concept of government failure, noting reasons why and circumstances when the state is unable to govern legitimately or effectively, if at all. Section 4.3 then explains why firms may be especially well positioned today to take on various quasi-sovereign projects, (for better or worse) filling gaps left by stymied state officials unable or unwilling to overcome one or more government failures. Section 4.4 offers illustrations of private options, each corresponding to specific government failures. Section 4.5 concludes by teeing up some of the normative and legal considerations that demand our attention going forward.

4.1 FROM LEGAL LIBERALISM TO PUBLIC CAPITALISM

Public and private options constitute new and challenging efforts to blur, erase, or transcend one of the most resonant and relevant dividing lines of twentieth-century American law and political economy. It was, after all, the advent of modern legal liberalism that brought with it, first, the separation of state and private power, understood principally in terms of state efforts to protect and respect private ordering
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9 See infra Section IV.D.
10 Indeed, constraints of space and scope prevent me from delving more deeply into what it means for companies to wield private yet quasi-sovereign power. For present purposes, I merely note the need for greater scrutiny of the sort I intend to apply in subsequent projects.
in commercial, civic, religious, and social affairs; second, the specialization and compartmentalization of state and private power, such that each sector advanced different agendas, used different procedures and tools, was held accountable by different legal and moral standards, and was answerable to different constituencies; and, third, competition between state and private actors to determine whether a given policy domain ought to be subject to greater or lesser government-imposed redistribution and regulation.\textsuperscript{11}

At the risk of oversimplification, in the modern American political economy federal, state, and local governments lessened their often routine and haphazard commercial forms of engagement, privatizing some functions and converting others into more decidedly noncommercial programs – that is, bureaucratic, coercive, and generally redistributive.\textsuperscript{12} And firms, which in premodern times were known to be (and expected to be) somewhat if not manifestly paternalistic and public-regarding,\textsuperscript{13} started focusing exclusively on profit-maximization, thus leaving little space or opportunity to engage in anything akin to quasi-sovereign projects.\textsuperscript{14}

Public options constitute an alternative, a third-way mashup of modern legal liberalism’s binary choice between state sovereign (regulation and redistribution) programs and private commercial offerings. Instead of choosing either state regulation or private ordering, policymakers split the difference. That is to say, government advances its sundry aims and commitments using commercial, rather than sovereign, tools and pathways. The same is substantially true for firms as they reach into the state’s trusty toolbox to appropriate some sovereign tools. Elsewhere I call this bidirectional, twenty-first century postliberal mashup \textit{public capitalism}.\textsuperscript{15}

Under public capitalism, public and private identities matter less than sovereign and commercial postures. This is because both state and private actors are each taking on sovereign and commercial projects, each utilizing sovereign and commercial...
pathways, and each toggling between the two sets of projects and pathways as circumstances and opportunities so dictate.

Showing the robustness of this public capitalism moment in one direction is relatively easy. Public options and many other forms of government market participation are clearly on the rise.\textsuperscript{16} But we haven’t, as yet, paid as close attention to movement in the other direction – wherein private (and heretofore entirely commercial) actors take on sovereign roles and duties, principally to address one or more government shortcomings or outright failures.

4.2 GOVERNMENT FAILURES

Generally speaking, government interventions via regulation and redistribution are (and have long been) justified as responses to one or more so-called market failures, such as unequal bargaining power, unequal information, externalities, and public goods.\textsuperscript{17} We know and talk a lot about market failures. But as much as we study – and complain about – government, rarely are we called upon to ponder, let alone enumerate, an analogous set of government failures that, among other things, may help us better apprehend and analyze private options. With that in mind, consider the following categories of government failure.

\textbf{Constitutional failures}. The US Constitution does not provide government officials with all the tools they may need to advance policies supported by even rather sizable political majorities. Some of this is by design, as evidenced by the constitutional drafters’ preferences for limited government. And some of this may be attributable to the inevitable shortsightedness of the framers who set forth a governing blueprint at a very different cultural, political, technological, economic, and geostrategic moment. Reasonable minds might disagree about how best to regulate hate speech and gun ownership. But the Constitution – or at least Supreme Court jurisprudence – renders many of those debates academic. Similar to when we’re confronted with market failures that firms are unable or unwilling to address on their own, we as a community may countenance various constitutional failures, try to address them directly (through, say, constitutional amendments or judicial appointments), or look to nongovernmental actors to devise compensatory or ameliorative countermeasures.

\textbf{Policy Failures}. Sounding in a slightly different register are government policy failures. One may be hard pressed to find a rational basis for disputing the need to take at least modest steps to address climate change, to assure the existence of affordable housing, and to improve our public infrastructure. Yet very few, if any, legislative initiatives are forthcoming. Part of the explanation may connect to other government failures – namely, jurisdictional failures, constitutional (that is, powers-of-Congress) failures,

\textsuperscript{16} See, e.g., id., at 490–500.

\textsuperscript{17} See, e.g., \textsc{Stephen} \textsc{Breyer}, \textsc{Regulation and Its Reform} 15–34 (1982).
and democratic failures. But perhaps just as likely, the reason we don’t address climate change, the affordable housing crisis, or our dangerously outdated physical infrastructure is that we have a selfish, present-minded polity. That is to say, there may be instances when there are no other government failures impeding efforts to reduce carbon emissions, increase the housing stock, and upgrade crumbling bridges and roads. In those instances, what we have are otherwise unencumbered majorities simply unwilling to invest in their communities, presumably because the costs will be borne by present-day voters while the benefits accrue substantially, if not exclusively, to future generations. When and where we are confronted with policy failures of this sort, there may be a need for alternative collective enterprises, outside of the state, to step up and safeguard our shared future.

**Jurisdictional failures.** This government failure is perhaps the closest analog to the externalities concern commonly encountered in the marketplace. Notwithstanding its numerous historic and enduring virtues, the Westphalian system organized around powerful nation-states limits our ability to address any number of contemporary public policy challenges that transcend national borders. Environmental policy stands out, given the diffuse causes and effects of climate change. But financial, counterterrorism, public health, trade, migration, and labor policies are likewise of transnational significance. For national governments to effectively regulate beyond their borders, they need either to take Herculean steps to construct transnational regulatory regimes or to internalize the costs that, say, domestic pollution has on the world at large – and regulate accordingly. In either case, nation-states must act contrary to their own immediate self-interest and do so knowing they may not succeed. Hence, as with constitutional failures, there may be reason to look to nongovernmental actors, including multinational firms, as possibly better positioned to address transnational externalities.

**Democratic failures.** To speak of a democratic failure presupposes one has in mind a certain normative understanding of healthy politics. But assuming, as I do, that there is some consensus around democratic politics that includes a baseline commitment to one-person, one-vote, then it is safe to say that the United States has an impoverished, structurally unequal system for collective self-governance. Among other things, the US Senate ranks among the least democratic legislative bodies in the world. And then there is our presidential election system, mediated (and distorted) by federalism and the Electoral College. Recall the last two Republican presidents – George W. Bush and Donald Trump – each won the White House while losing the popular vote, the latter
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19 Alfred C. Stepan, Federalism and Democracy: Beyond the U.S. Model, 10 J. Dem. 19 (1999); Todd N. Tucker, Fixing the Senate: Equitable and Full Representation for the 21st Century, ROOSEVELT INST., at 6 (March 2019), https://perma.cc/83Kc-WHXD. Given demographic and mobility trends, the Senate is apt to become even more undemocratic with each passing year. Id at 8.
by nearly 3,000,000 votes in 2016. In light of these patterns of democratic failure, often reinforced by constitutionally protected campaign finance practices that privilege plutocracy, by gerrymandering schemes, and by voter suppression efforts,21 one might expect, and even desire, the engendering of alternative venues for self-governance – locales where it is conceivable that a different, more democratic version of politics may play out.

4.3 FIRMS AS QUASI-SOVEREIGNS

Government is the go-to venue for addressing market failures. Can, and should, the market return the favor by helping to overcome or compensate for various government failures? Given how singularly focused firms (and groups of employees) have been on profit maximization throughout the modern era, it may seem far-fetched to assume the market will do much more than exploit most government failures. A typical commercial response to the government’s failure to regulate guns (because of the Court’s Second Amendment jurisprudence) would be to undertake various self-help measures. Firms might, predictably, increase security at worksites, thereby more fully insulating employees, executives, and customers from the potential dangers associated with this particular government failure – but do little to safeguard the rest of the community. Some especially entrepreneurial firms might develop and sell new security services or goods, such as bulletproof vests and backpacks.22 But that’s as far as many firms will be apt to go. After all, firms have limited resources and may be loath to expend funds in furtherance of public-regarding, nonremunerative outcomes that would also be of considerable benefit to rival businesses and their customers. That is, after all, why they pay taxes.

Yet notwithstanding understandable, intuitive grounds for skepticism, there are several reasons why market actors might be well positioned, today at least, to counteract or compensate for government failures – and to do so in an ostensibly public-regarding fashion, as if they were quasi-sovereigns themselves. Due to a convergence of novel conditions and circumstances, firms have the financial wherewithal, the clout, the maneuverability, and quite possibly the will (if not always the best of intentions) to stand in for the government. And, the public, for its part, may be sufficiently disillusioned with the promises and practices of legal liberalism to be receptive to private interventions of a quasi-sovereign sort.

In this subsection, I first address corporate capacity for, and interest in, taking on quasi-sovereign projects. I then turn to consider why, at this particular moment, the public may be amenable to firms taking on these projects.


22 Sadly, such products exist. See, e.g., David Yaffe-Bellany, Bulletproof Backpacks in Demand for Back-to-School Shopping, N.Y. TIMES (August 6, 2019), https://perma.cc/Z5G4-DU8Q.
4.3.1 Corporate Capacity

**Bigness.** A handful of firms today are so large and influential that they wield significant power over markets, consumers, and even governments. The size and dominance of these companies are leading some to characterize the instant moment as a second Gilded Age. The first such age coincided with the rise of industrial capitalism in the late-nineteenth century, the concentration of market power, the leveraging of that market power for political gain, and the engendering of great wealth and income inequality.

We’re seeing similar patterns at play today, with the chief differences being, first, that instead of industrial capitalism we’re in a moment of high-tech capitalism; and, second, that the reemergence of a gilded political economy is especially problematic given the range of regulatory and redistributive laws and regulations instituted in response to the first Gilded Age. Yet here we are. Currently, the richest 400 Americans combine to own more of the nation’s wealth than do the 150 million Americans constituting the bottom 60 percent. Since the 1980s, the richest 400 have tripled their share of the nation’s wealth, generating levels of inequality and wealth concentration “last seen during the Roaring Twenties.”

Even within the rarefied world of the Standard & Poor’s 500, we see tremendous inequality. In 2015, the top 28 firms generated more profits than did the other 472. And, more recently, in 2019, Apple and Microsoft alone accounted for 15 percent of the S&P’s aggregate gains, with Amazon, Facebook, and Alphabet/Google rounding out the top five firms.

Firms dominating the instant Gilded Age constrain customer choice, inflate prices, and cause us to worry about morally hazardous behavior and systemic shocks, at least to the extent these entities are understood to be too big to fail. The “too big to fail” label took on special salience a decade ago in the wake of the global financial crisis. At that time, “too big to fail” referred principally to financial services firms.

But we’d be hard pressed today to say that we’re any less reliant on the likes of
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23 Jack M. Balkin, *The First Amendment in the Second Gilded Age*, 66 BUFF. L. REV. 979 (2018) (“We are now well into America’s Second Gilded Age.”).


27 Matt Krantz, *6% of Companies Make 50% of U.S. Profit*, USA TODAY (March 2, 2016), https://perma.cc/C463-DL6H.

28 Yun Li, *The Five Biggest Stocks are Dwarfing the Rest of the Stock Market at an "Unprecedented" Level*, CNBC (January 13, 2020), https://perma.cc/QXY7-89NK.

Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon, given those firms’ role in facilitating our (and everyone else’s) social, cultural, economic, and political exchanges. Simply put, disruptions in high-tech services would prove catastrophic.\footnote{See Rana Foroohar, \textit{Don’t Be Evil: How Big Tech Betrayed Its Founding Principles – and All of Us} (2019); James Titcomb, \textit{Tech Giants Have Become the New “Too Big to Fail,”} \textit{Telegraph} (UK) (November 25, 2019), https://perma.cc/5PMH-8LMW.}

What I just described is the conventional doom-and-gloom story. But there are less carefully attended to and more complicated consequences of oligarchical firms reaping supernormal profits. For better or worse, these firms have the market share and financial cushion to stray a bit outside of their traditional lane of commercial engagement – a lane whose boundaries have been enforced by the prevailing and largely unquestioned legal norms and professional mores of twentieth-century corporate governance and industrial competition.


In the modern era, many of these premodern colossi lost market share as a result of changing economic patterns, were broken up by antitrust authorities, or were penned into their commercial, profit-maximizing lane by courts, regulatory agencies, and shareholders. Modern legal and professional duties and obligations narrowed the scope of firms’ ambitions – and limited their ability to commit resources to quasi-statist projects. Now, however, the size and market dominance of leading tech firms take us back to those days before we had a fully modernized political economy. It thus may stand to reason that today’s giant firms have greater power and flexibility to reengage in quasi-sovereign projects, including ones that address government failures.

\textbf{CEO-Owners}. Another key feature of quite a few of today’s mega firms is a special leadership dynamic, again at least in many respects unlike what we’ve experienced since the tail-end of the first Gilded Age. The leaders of today – like the old-school steel, coal, oil, and banking magnates – are not professional corporate managers with
limited equity. Even the most charismatic and influential among that modern corporate-manager cohort—think Lee Iacocca, Jack Welch, or Michael Eisner—could do little that strayed beyond the profit-maximization directive. So while there was the occasional Sam Walton, Oprah Winfrey, or Ted Turner, who created, controlled, and ran vast companies, most corporate heads in modern times have been glorified employees and acted as such. Today’s Zuckerberg, Bezos, Musk, Brin, and Page are throwbacks to the age when larger-than-life corporate heads were also the principal founder-owners. They accordingly possess greater legal freedom, institutional authority, and cultural capital to push projects potentially orthogonal to the pursuit of profits. And each of these latter-day founder-owners has expressed interest in, and demonstrated some commitment to, doing precisely that.33

**Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).** Businesses today are well aware of the growing importance and heightened political salience of CSR. Throughout the modern era of legal liberalism, the legally and culturally instantiated profit-maximization imperative left little opportunity for advancing the interests of anyone other than shareholders. But over the past decade or so, American corporations have become more attentive, in word34 if not (yet?) in deed35 to the interests of customers, employees, business partners, and community members alike. For instance, the Business Roundtable, a prominent umbrella organization comprising the CEOs of leading American corporations, recently took a dramatic step to redefine the corporation. The Roundtable committed to de-emphasizing profits and, in keeping with that commitment, announced that “Americans deserve an economy that allows each person to succeed through hard work and creativity and to lead a life of meaning and dignity.”36 This recognition that firms need to, once again, attend to broader sets of stakeholders may be nothing more than disingenuous virtue-signaling.37 But if there is any substance to the Roundtable’s “redefin[ing] the purpose of a corporation,” then we may well see some of America’s most powerful firms taking it upon themselves to address one or more government failures.38

37 Bebchuk & Tallarita, supra note 35.
**Patriotic Philanthropy.** Stymied in large part by an American electorate hostile to taxes, government officials are increasingly soliciting corporate patrons to sponsor any number of state programs or initiatives. They thus seek financial support for municipal education, national parks, public health research, and even government-initiated litigation.\(^{39}\) This patriotic philanthropy, as it has come to be called, allows corporations to donate to specific government causes while claiming a tax deduction for the charitable giving.\(^{40}\) Given some of the donor-attached strings – witness Mark Zuckerberg’s control over curriculum and personnel attendant to his $100 million donation to the Newark, New Jersey schools\(^{41}\) – it is no longer such a big step for firms to take on big quasi-sovereign projects directly, bypassing government agencies as the proverbial (and, by many an entrepreneur’s lights, woefully bureaucratized) middlemen.

4.3.2 **Public Receptivity**

**Pervasive Blending of Public and Private.** Though the public and private have never been hermetically sealed from one another, one of the attributes (if not unqualified accomplishments) of modern legal liberalism was the development of a sizable, robust, and professional public bureaucracy that could carry out practically all of the work of the state in a manner divorced from the push and pull of the marketplace.\(^{42}\) Yet despite this capacity, the government has, for the past several decades, strived to downplay the specialness of the state sector and to narrow the gap between the public and private spheres.\(^{43}\) To that end, government officials have deputized private actors to police neighborhoods, lead combat missions, analyze counterterrorism data, patrol borders, conduct environmental and occupational safety inspections, and adjudicate welfare-eligibility disputes.\(^{44}\) This late twentieth and early twenty-first century blurring of the public–private boundary (and corresponding effort to run government like a business\(^ {45}\)) seemingly makes it easier today to accept various crossover interventions, both public options\(^ {46}\) and corporate-led projects of a quasi-sovereign variety.

**Disillusionment with Modern Legal Liberalism.** There is, currently, considerable frustration and distrust with both the state *qua* sovereign and firms *qua* commercial

\(^{39}\) See Michaels, *We the Shareholders*, supra note 4, at 498–99.


\(^{46}\) Michaels, *We the Shareholders*, supra note 4, at 506–13.
profit-maximizers.\textsuperscript{47} When one is no longer in the thralls of the state (as, say, champions of the New Deal and Great Society might have been), or in the thralls of the market (as, say, champions of the 1960s Chicago School, Reaganomics, or even the Clinton/Gore “third way” might have been), it becomes easier to abandon the specialization, separation, and stylized competition we associate with legal liberalism. Beholden to neither archetype, disillusioned citizen-consumers would seemingly be more amenable to, even welcoming of, innovative crossover practices, both government market participation and firms acting as quasi-sovereigns.\textsuperscript{48}

\textit{Transactional, Unbundled, One-Off Exchanges.} For a variety of reasons, we’re much more likely today to think of our various social and commercial relationships transactionally. Consider the popularity of Tinder – as compared to traditional courtship-driven dating; and Task Rabbit – as compared to forging relationships built on friendship and reciprocity with handy neighbors. Consider too many TV viewers’ preference for various curated streaming services over all-inclusive cable packages. Lastly, note consumers’ fondness for singular AirBnB flats, perfect for this particular trip (but perhaps never again), over cookie-cutter Marriotts and Hiltons. In these important spaces, our relationships have become more transactional, more unbundled, and more one-off and ad hoc (as opposed to long term and consistent).\textsuperscript{49}

The same may also be true when it comes to our relationship with the state. Already, as a result both of the public’s anti-tax sentiments and the government’s efforts to give off a businesslike vibe, we may be increasingly thinking about our interactions with the state as if we’re customers of discrete services, rather than citizens of the sum total of government benefits and obligations. These transactional, unbundled forms of engagement suggest less of a holistic, all-in relationship with any one entity and more of an individuated, modular relationship with any number of potential service providers. Thus it may be easy for us to query whether the US Postal Service is insufficiently commercially oriented, something President Trump brings up when arguing that the Postal Service should be charging the likes of Amazon a whole lot more. And it may be quite natural today to press Facebook and Twitter to act more custodially, and do more content regulation notwithstanding a potential loss of profits. In other words, the more we see the world as a series of one-off transactions, the more willing we may be to ask commercial firms to act, in any particular instance, more or less profit-maximizing and ask government units, similarly in any particular instance, to act more or less commercially. This too paves the way for encouraging and ultimately endorsing government agencies providing public options and firms stepping into the shoes of a sovereign.


\textsuperscript{48} See Michaels, \textit{We the Shareholders}, supra note 4, at 513–15.

\textsuperscript{49} Id. at 518–19.
4.4 PRIVATE OPTIONS

Consider the following plucked-from-the-headlines examples of what I’m classifying as private options and note how they line up with the various government failures identified in Section 4.2. In this section, I describe a quartet of private options, pair them with specific genres of government failure, and explain how these private options present opportunities and challenges different from those we associate with either conventional sovereign government services or conventional commercial firm offerings. Left to the side, for present purposes, are discussions of the efficacy, constitutionality, and legitimacy of these (or any other) private options. Though I believe concern, if not alarm, is warranted, inquiries along those lines are beyond the scope of this introductory essay and must, instead, be taken up in subsequent projects.

4.4.1 Governing Public Fora (Constitutional Failures)

Social media sites are increasingly viewed as public or quasi-public fora. This ought not to be surprising given the fact that Facebook, Twitter, and, God help us, Instagram, host important political and civic announcements, conversations, and debates. They’re where news is announced, made, discussed, reframed, endorsed, distorted (or falsified), and further disseminated. These digital venues are, to be sure, a marked change from the physical spaces – city halls, high school auditoriums, and town squares – where prior generations gathered to educate one another, persuade one another, and participate in our various democratic and civic projects.

Today’s digital public fora are real and empowering in ways that would astonish those who came of age fifty or a hundred years ago. But they’re also incredibly fraught spaces full of scam artists, bigots, and the like. Hucksters and haters obviously predate the digital age. But old-timey grifters and saboteurs couldn’t reach as far, penetrate as deeply, or operate as deceptively when they had to do their damage at the retail level, and without the benefit of near or total anonymity. As a result of the promises and dangers of the digital public fora – not to mention the First Amendment’s limitations on government-imposed speech regulations – the giant tech firms that administer these spaces face consumer and political pressure...
to function as stewards, if not outright regulators. Act as regulators might entail aggressively filtering out fraudulent, hurtful, and even gratuitously graphic or obscene content.

Some of the tech firms are beginning to step into the constitutional void. They’re developing procedures that they insist will filter, refine, and enrich content. Facebook, for example, is convening what it calls a supreme court to judge content. Members of this “court” reportedly will be walled off from the firm’s executives – and vice versa – to insure against financial considerations distorting the adjudicative process. Twitter, for its part, has banned all paid political content, “including appeals for votes, solicitations of financial support, and advocacy for or against” a wide range of matters relating to elections and public policy; it has also blocked PACs, SuperPACs, and 501(c)(4)s from advertising on its platform. Brad Parscale, President Trump’s reelection campaign manager, criticized Twitter’s decision, arguing that “Twitter just walked away from hundreds of millions of dollars of potential revenue, a very dumb decision for their stockholders.” In response, Twitter’s CEO simply underscored his discomfort with the role money plays in influencing political outcomes and expressed his belief that “political message reach should be earned, not bought.”

One may certainly quibble with the procedures Facebook’s court employs, and question whether the court can ever be truly independent from the Menlo Park bean counters. One may, likewise, criticize Twitter’s policy and question how consistently and effectively it’ll be applied in practice. But given Facebook and Twitter’s importance to public discourse, it is difficult to deny that these media giants are acting as quasi-sovereigns, regulating access to effectively public fora, deciding what is and isn’t objectionable, protecting (we hope) the integrity of elections, and helping restore confidence and encourage more participation in the democratic process (and doing so in part by making clear they’re acting orthogonally to, if not squarely against, their commercial interests).

When big tech firms regulate their platforms, the intent and effect is very different from, say, a bowling alley policing its clientele’s speech or conduct. The owners of 300 Bowl have a lot of governing to do. They need to ensure everyone’s health and safety, not a small feat given their high-volume shoe rental business and the potentially tumultuous admixture of free-flowing brews and fast-throwing twelve-pound balls. And they may decide that they have to regulate what may be said at, say, Open-Mic Fridays in the bowlers’ lounge. How 300 Bowl governs itself matters, but

55 Kendall Karson & Matt Zarnell, Twitter Outlines Sweeping Details of Ban on Political Ads, ABC News (November 15, 2019), https://perma.cc/6JTA-DWY6. For what it is worth, it seems as if Twitter nets far less revenue from political ads than does Facebook and Google. See id.
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in a way qualitatively different from how Facebook regulates its social media platform. We’d have to squint really hard to gauge the marginal effect 300 Bowl’s open-mic policy has on our democracy or broader political economy. When it comes to Facebook or Twitter, the converse is decidedly true. Content regulation by the behemoths of social media affects the legitimacy of elections, the stability of our economy, and the sanctity of our civil rights and civil liberties. In all these respects, Twitter and Facebook might well be more impactful than many full-fledged sovereign states, quite a few of which find themselves at the mercy of social media platforms.\(^{58}\)

Thus, though there is not a sharp analytical distinction between a local bowling alley and a social media juggernaut each having governance rules about speech and debate, there are plenty of reasons to treat the two entities completely differently. Among them, first and foremost is a simple matter of scale. When it comes to tech giants, we cannot speak in terms of discrete groups of specially affected employees and customers. These firms have a global impact. Second is a question of third-party effects. If you never set foot in 300 Bowl, their house rules aren’t going to affect your rights, liberty, or quality of life. And if you enjoy bowling but dislike 300 Bowl’s rules, you can go for a short drive and find an alley more to your liking. By contrast, if you never log on to Facebook or Twitter, your life, livelihood, and even “IRL” conversations are nonetheless affected by what happens on those sites, simply because so many other people are dialed in and often socially, politically, and economically dependent on those sites. That is to say, going off the grid, or onto a different platform, is likely highly limiting, in a way switching bowling alleys would never be. Third is a question of the supremacy of law. 300 Bowl’s house rules are entirely subordinate to local, state, and federal law. Questions of the primacy of public law vis-à-vis tech giants are more difficult to answer. Depending on how they incorporate, where they operate, and where they locate their servers, some tech firms may be able to evade any number of jurisdiction-sensitive laws.\(^{59}\)

### 4.4.2 Providing Social Services (Policy Failures)

It is hardly a secret that there are major housing, transportation, and overall affordability crises in some of the nation’s largest and most prominent cities and metropolitan areas, including those, such as Seattle and Silicon Valley, home to highly profitable and rapidly expanding tech businesses.

During the twentieth-century heyday of legal liberalism, periods of economic growth and contraction were managed principally through sovereign government interventions. State and local governments zoned aggressively, built additional infrastructure, and provided various tax or regulatory incentives to encourage or

---


59. See Eichensehr, supra note 58.
deter commercial expansion. That doesn’t mean government officials always succeeded – but they generally tried (and were expected to try). Of late, however, public stewardship has been sorely lacking, no doubt a function of our political culture becoming fanatically anti-tax and more brazenly selfish – including but not limited to rising NIMBY activism.

So, in light of various government policy failures – meaning, again, the state’s inability to address housing, transportation, or health-care shortfalls – some of the giant tech firms have undertaken self-help measures. Taking care of their own, they offset some of their employees’ expenses and inconveniences. But housing stipends, transportation services, on-site medical, childcare, and gym facilities, and free or heavily subsidized meals are not substitutes for sovereign welfarist measures. They’re in fact additional or alternative forms of compensation – and thus very much in keeping with a business-first commercial mindset. Indeed, if anything, many of these in-kind employee benefits actually exacerbate community crises. Employer-sponsored subsidies inflate the prices of local goods, housing, and services. What’s more, because executives and employees of Google, Amazon, and Facebook have many of their needs and wants privately provided for, they are no longer motivated as citizens to clamor for greater public spending. Truth be told, unless they are especially other-regarding, these tech employees awash in in-kind benefits have reason to oppose additional public expenditures.

Now, however, tech giants face ever greater internal and external pressure to fix the damage their presence and policies have either caused or magnified – in part because government won’t do so, at least not forcefully, through sovereign regulatory or tax-and-transfer programs. Absent wholesale government redistribution, wildly profitable and powerful firms may feel compelled to do far more than just subsidize their employees. To date, a few firms are beginning to respond. Three of the big tech companies – Apple, Microsoft, and Google – have committed to spending a combined $4 billion to address the housing crises in the Bay Area and Seattle. Relatedly, Apple, Amazon, and Facebook are advancing incredibly ambitious and expensive planning initiatives, complete with mixed housing developments, retail offerings, brand-new municipal infrastructure, greenways, and parks that strike quite a few observers as points of entry for big tech firms to establish neo-company towns (over which the firms exercise substantial regulatory authority).

60 Bill Chappell, Apple Pledges $2.5 Billion To Combat California’s Housing Crisis, NPR (November 4, 2019), https://perma.cc/VL75-JKFE; Daisuke Wakabayashi & Conor Dougherty, Google Pledges to Invest $1 Billion to Ease Bay Area Housing Crisis, N.Y. TIMES (June 18, 2019), https://perma.cc/TWC7-AKZC; Karen Weise, Microsoft Pledges $500 Million for Affordable Housing in Seattle Area, N.Y. TIMES (January 16, 2019), https://perma.cc/MU23-29B4.
61 David Streitfeld, Welcome to Zucktown. Where Everything Is Just Zucky, N. Y. TIMES (March 21, 2018), https://perma.cc/HUP3-RjXM; Leanna Garfield, Facebook and Amazon Are So Big They’re Creating Their Own Company Towns – Here’s the 200-year Evolution, BUS. INSIDER (March 26, 2018), https://perma.cc/424R-SNGC. It’s perhaps hard to dispute that classification when Google’s “Mountain View and San Jose projects build on existing plans the cities had been working on for quite some time.”
To be clear, the differences between employee-targeted firm interventions and community-wide firm interventions are important. First, the employee-targeted interventions reify the sovereign/commercial distinction and likely engender greater socioeconomic inequality for the reasons stated earlier; the communitywide interventions, by contrast, blur the sovereign and commercial and have the potential to achieve greater communal inclusiveness – albeit on terms set by the firm.

Note too the differences between a private, quasi-sovereign Amazon or Google company town and, say, a city like Seattle or a county like Santa Clara that is willing and able to compel profitable firms, their owners, and their executives to pay their fair share of taxes into the public fisc. The neo-company town approach lowers firms’ taxable income by reinvesting what would otherwise be taxable profits into quasi-public works projects – projects the firms direct and, once completed, largely manage. The conventional municipal town approach vests control over community welfare squarely in government institutions, underscoring the sovereign primacy of those public institutions and reinforcing the sovereign/commercial divide. Thus, in acting as a steward of a company town, the firm marginalizes the government by leaving public officials with fewer resources, opportunities, and reasons to make sovereign interventions. Community members will, for better or worse, have even greater need to look to leading firms for guidance, assistance, benevolence, or redress.

4.4.3 Issuing Currency (Jurisdictional Failures)

There are all sorts of inefficiencies baked into our global monetary system. Exchange rates between sovereign currencies fluctuate unpredictably, transaction costs are nonzero, and aggressive arbitraging by firms, investors, and speculators tends to disadvantage smaller, non-repeat players. What’s more, competing sets of national banking regulations further complicate easy trading from one nation-state to another. As we become a more globalized, seamless economy through which
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labor, goods, and services flow freely across national borders, the sundry costs of bridging sovereign currencies may well undercut the expected, let alone full, benefits of free trade, weaken North-to-South lending initiatives, and dilute the impact of North-to-South remittances.\footnote{Such concerns obviously predate the contemporary globalization era. See, e.g., J.S. Mill, 2 Principles of Political Economy 155 (1848) (remarking that “almost all independent countries choose to assert their nationality by having, to their own inconvenience and that of their neighbors, a peculiar currency of their own”).}

These inefficiencies bespeak a jurisdictional failure. Of course, nations – and national governments – still matter. They still matter even though commerce crosses national boundaries with a speed, frequency, and insouciance that startle many a central banker. The European Union (EU) is obviously one major political undertaking that, among other things, helps minimize the jurisdictional mismatch between nation-states and economic communities. But even within Europe there are limitations – notably, between the EU and the rest of Europe, the United States, and Japan.

Private firms may quite naturally seek to overcome this particular, if inescapable, government failure. True to form, the first major effort in the twenty-first century to short-circuit nations’ sovereign monopoly on currency has been a decidedly commercial one. Bitcoin presents itself as a commercial alternative to national currencies and exchanges. But Bitcoin has no trappings of sovereignty. There is no centralized governance, no body of overseers, managers, or guarantors. Instead, the cryptocurrency operates flatly, via permissionless blockchain that functions autonomously in a manner seemingly consistent with Adam Smith’s “invisible hand.” Bitcoin, moreover, is a speculative currency, not a transactional one that, again, depends on stewards to maintain stability.

But now a second-wave – this time, sovereign-seeming – private intervention is in the offing. To overcome the jurisdictional failure associated with national currencies, Facebook and a variety of partners are set to roll out a currency they call Libra. Libra is billed as a readily transferable form of digital exchange, purportedly superior to national currencies precisely because of its transnational fungibility.\footnote{Libra White Paper, https://perma.cc/WSES-qFJC; Olga Kharif, Why (Almost) Everybody Hates Facebook’s Digital Coin, WASH. POST (October 7, 2019), https://perma.cc/WC6D-4297; Carrie Mihalcik, Facebook’s Libra May Look to Multiple Digital Coins Based on National Currencies, C|NET (October 21, 2019), https://perma.cc/T22E-79Q9; Andrew Morse, Here’s What You Need to Know about Facebook’s Controversial Libra Cryptocurrency, C|NET (October 24, 2019), https://perma.cc/4PPP-XS6D.} To this extent, Libra sounds a fair bit like Bitcoin. But Libra is provoking different, more worried responses. The French Finance Minister expressed concern that currency-issuing tech giants are “turning into private states – states over which citizens have no control and where democracy has no place.”\footnote{Leigh Thomas, G7 Finance Ministers Look to Rein in Tech Giants at French Meeting, REUTERS (July 17, 2019), https://perma.cc/QCJ9-CTzB.} The minister’s concerns seem more than justified. After all, Libra promises to be a centrally governed reserve currency.
Facebook and its partners will fund the exchange, regulate how it is put into circulation, resolve disputes over how Libra is traded or redeemed, and stabilize its value in times of systemic shock.\textsuperscript{68} Libra also is bound to be a giant player from the outset, if for no other reason than it will readily sync up with Facebook’s vast network of nearly two billion users and business partners scattered across more than one hundred nations.\textsuperscript{69} Thus not only is Libra poised to be on roughly equal footing with some of the world’s major currencies – meaning that Facebook can, if it chooses, engage in serious macroeconomic statecraft – it is also well situated to displace some less-developed countries’ currencies (as well as the sovereign reserve currencies those and other countries currently rely on).

\textbf{4.4.4 Workplace Governance (Democratic Failures)}

It isn’t just corporate directors and managers who are adopting quasi-sovereign guises and standing in for state officials hamstrung by one or more government failures. It is also workers effectuating seemingly democratic projects within the corridors of their place of employment.

Consider some recent examples involving employees of Google and Wayfair, among others. In the case of Google, company engineers pushed corporate decision-makers to stop doing business with US Customs and Border Protection, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, and the Office of Refugee Resettlement, at least so long as those departments advanced what the protesting employees deemed cruel and possibly unlawful initiatives. Among other things, the engineers alleged the feds were perpetrating “human rights abuses;” they criticized their firm’s efforts to “support agencies engaged in caging and torturing vulnerable people;” and they insisted Google was “trading its integrity for a bit of profit.”\textsuperscript{70} (Microsoft and Amazon employees mounted similar intra-firm campaigns.\textsuperscript{71}) On another occasion, Google employees successfully pressured management to walk away from another federal contract, fearing in this particular case that the AI technology it was furnishing would be used in combat situations.\textsuperscript{72}

Way across the country, employees of Wayfair first signed a petition and then staged a highly publicized walkout in opposition to the Boston-based firm’s arrangement to sell bedding to private detention centers housing migrant children separated from the rest of their families. The petition stated that Wayfair should take “no part...
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in enabling, supporting, or profiting from” what the employees classified as malicious and unethical family separation policies and practices.\textsuperscript{73}

What's going on here? Recall that modern legal liberalism enabled separation of the public from the private and specialization within each sphere. The public sphere democratized, incorporating and elevating the voices and projects of an inclusive polity. At the same time, the private sphere grew singularly focused on the maximization of shareholder profits. Social welfare was to be advanced through legislation, regulation, and, if necessary, adjudication. And the economy was to be strengthened through market competition and the laws of corporate governance.

Recall too that today’s public levers are increasingly unresponsive. The great democratic revolution of the twentieth century is being rolled back, a result of hyperlibertarian campaign finance rulings, a lapsing commitment to voting rights (as voter suppression efforts target those on the racial or socioeconomic margins), and demographic dispersal patterns that invest some, often-unrepresentative constituencies with disproportionate voting power. In short, rising plutocracy coupled with the exacerbation of anti-democratic dynamics hardwired into the Constitution have made it harder for political majorities to influence public policy.

One way to deal with this current democratic failure is to overhaul the Constitution, passing amendments to overturn such cases as 	extit{Citizens United}. But that approach strikes many as daunting, if not hopeless. So instead of trying to make the seemingly corrupted public sphere more democratically responsive and thus public-regarding, some may seek an alternative approach. That approach may involve corrupting the private sphere by converting the corporate workplace into a democratic forum (at least when the real thing – that is, the conventional democratic forum – seems broken). Thus concerned citizens may not be able to use their voting power to stop the Trump administration’s family separation policies. But maybe concerned workers – upon whom the government relies – can.\textsuperscript{74}

Note the symmetry between employee-centered public policy initiatives and government market participation. In the latter cases, citizens see themselves in a business relationship with the government. And, here, in the former case, we have employees seeing themselves as part of a polity, relating to the firm first and foremost as concerned citizens, and raising policy objections orthogonal to, if not directly at odds with, their own financial well-being.

Employee-centered public policy initiatives of this sort appear to be in keeping with something that Kent Greenfield has been advancing for some years. Greenfield suggests that if a community cannot readily change a plutocratic political system, perhaps they ought to change corporate law. The employee protests at Google and Wayfair are attempts to get corporations to intervene in the political functioning of the state – not through voter drives or fundraising initiatives but rather by

\textsuperscript{73} Kate Taylor, Wayfair Furniture Employees Walked Out Over Sales to Migrant Facilities, N.Y. TIMES (June 25, 2019), https://perma.cc/A7MD-SGX9.
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withholding goods and services in a way that either embarrasses or disadvantages the
government and perhaps forces the government to rethink their projects.

Employee protests, much like consumer boycott campaigns, may or may not work. Success seemingly depends on the political salience of the issue, the relative market power protesting employees possess, and the firm’s market share. That’s why Greenfield champions a set of changes far broader and less ad hoc than groups of workers acting the part of concerned citizens and hoping for the best. Specifically, he suggests corporate law be amended to define wealth maximization more broadly, prioritizing the maximization of value (and not necessarily monetary value) to all stakeholders, not just shareholders. Greenfield further advocates requiring corporations to include workers and other stakeholders on their boards, so that firms are better positioned to consider overall community welfare and, again, not just shareholder welfare. Last, he proposes compelling firms to extend their duty of care to workers and community members, too, such that firms have to take seriously ethical and practical objections to indisputably profitable business decisions.

Many have painted reforms of this sort as aspirational rather than attainable — perhaps just as quixotic as a constitutional amendment overturning Citizens United. But just a few years after Greenfield proffered these arguments, the Business Roundtable announced its newer, broader, and more inclusive understanding of corporations and their purpose. If Roundtable members commit to this revolutionary paradigm shift, firms may well stand in for government, particularly when state institutions are structurally unresponsive to the demands and needs of political majorities.

4.5 CONCLUSION

We find ourselves in a moment when sovereign and commercial roles are in flux, as evidenced by, among other things, public and private options. With respect to
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private options, the focus of this essay, it is clear that government failures are far-ranging, consequential, and unlikely to be addressed directly – that is, remedied through constitutional reforms or political awakenings. It is also clear that, for a variety of reasons, powerful firms and groups of employees have the agility, clout, resources, ambition, and possibly civic mindedness to swoop in and (try to) save the day.

Opportunities to create additional or alternative democratic spaces are, to be sure, exciting. But we must be cautious, even watchful. Exercises of private power – however much divorced from the logic and lure of profit-maximization – are, after all, still exercises of private power. Indeed, it strikes me that some, if not all, of the private options discussed in this essay raise serious concerns. What normative criteria would allow us to, say, embrace Facebook’s currency or Apple’s company town? And even if many of us applaud Silicon Valley engineers’ resistance to the Trump administration’s family separation policy, how would we feel if those same engineers, flexing their libertarian muscles, held up software essential to implementing duly enacted Medicare for All legislation?

But perhaps greater nuance is required. Perhaps, that is, our standards are too high, at least so long as our democratic institutions are subverted, debased, and distorted by such things as plutocracy, obscurantism, and incompetence.

Thus, as tempting as it might be to reject private options out of hand, we must recognize the litany of government failures that create governance gaps – gaps that firms and firm employees are endeavoring to fill. And appreciating that we may be in a world of only second-bests – where we are forced to choose between greedy, unrepresentative firms and captured, clunky government institutions – we may need to temper our expectations and consider whether to (a) embrace public capitalism and work like crazy to democratize market actors and institutions; (b) recommit to legal liberalism and work just as hard to revitalize government actors and institutions; or (c) let things play out, regulate on the margins, and hope the existence of sovereign-commercial competition – a hallmark of public capitalism – brings out the best in everyone.

Obviously, much work, normative, legal, and empirical, remains to be done. This essay represents just an initial foray, one that – I hope – spurs further research, debate, and refinement.